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One of the approaches to the baryoaiur. spectrum is the potential

model, which describes the states near a threshold as "deuteron-like"

or quasinuclear baryon-antibaryon "r.olecules" bound by nuclear forces .

Although basically non-relativistic in character, this model has an
2 3)

advantage over the speculative extension of the colored-quark model '

to the four-quark sector (qqqq) in that it rests c;\ a well-c&tablished

Yukawa theory of nuclear interactions. Indeed, the long- and medium-

range (LR+MR) nucleon-antinucleon (NN) potential can be deduced from

the nucleon-nucleon (NN) case by noting that contributions from odd

G-parity mesons (TT.W,...) flip sign, vhereas even G-parity exchanges

are the same for KN ar.d KN. As a consequence, the KN potential is

more attractive than the NN one, leading to a rich spectrum of bound o:

resonant states.

In spite of an abundant literature, including several review
1 4 5)

articles ' , the nuclear model of baryonium is not completely under-

stood. In particular, the role of annihilation is still controversial.

Experimentally, background cross sections are very large for KS, whereas

most of the observed candidates for bound states or resonances have

relatively small widths. Calculations using optical models or a

boundary condition with strong absorption give essentially negative

results: the spectrum arising from the real potential is largely washed

out by annihilation. On ths other hand, recent estimates of the I.T.E.P.
g\

group leave open the possibility of narrow KN states. Simple perturba-

tion computation shows that certain states bound by coherent attractive

LR+MR forces have small wavefunctions in the interior region and hence
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relatively small annihilation widths . We do not discuss this problem

in more detail here. Let us only note that, as pointed out by Veneziano
9)in his talk , any model of baryonius will have difficulties in explaining

the narrowness of the observed widths Indeed, by unitarity, if the

process NN •> mesons is important, the decay of baryoniuni into mesons

through NN intermediate states is not likely to be suppressed.

A second problem arises with the rate of elastic decay of NN reso-

nances. Of course, the calculated elastic width must be less than the

observed total width, thus yielding some constraints on quantum number

assignments. The potential model predicts elastic widths rather reliably,

since elastic decay proceeds by tunneling through the external centri-

fugal barrier, whose height is determined by the well-established LR

nuclear potential. Estimates given in Ref. (5) show, for instance,
21+1, 2S + 1_ 33 33 >—

that no narrow L = P o+ Fo state can occur at /s =
++ 10}

1932 MeV. Thus, if the 2 (1 = 1) assignment of the S-meson is con-

firmed, as well as the limit r T 0 T£ 4 MeV on its width , this state

cannot be described as a NN potential i~esonar.ee. On the other hand,

Ref. (5) shows that in several other channels, there is the possibility

of resonances with small elastic width.

A third problem arises from a superficies! look at the early work

on potential models. Indeed, it appeared that the NN spectrum was

strongly dependent on the choice of the nuclear potential model and on

the way of cutting off this potential at short distance where the inter-

action is presently unknown theoretically. The cutoff dependence has

been studied in Refs. (6) and (12). The result is that a change in the

short-range potential moves the whole spectrum up or down with practically

no change of the level ordering. This means that the relative position

of the bound and resonant states is determined by the LR+MR forces given

by meson exchanges. Soae large differences between some early published

spectra were mainly due to the neglect or the incomplete account of the

spin-dependent components of the nuclear potential. In particular, it

has been shown that the tensor force plays a dominant role for the

isospin 1 = 0 natural parity states, where it induces a sizable downward
12 13)

shift and a large orbital mixing ' . When those effects are properly

included, then one can distinguish essentially three categories of partial

waves for the NN problem:



i) There are channels where the different components of nuclear

forces (ir,p,£,to exchanges) are coherently attractive. In any r.odel with

realistic coupling constants, one then expects bound or resonant states.

The nost spectular example of such a coherence is the natural parity

1 = 0 band, i.e., the states 1 3 P Q > 1 3 S 1 +
 1 3D 1,

 1 3P 2+ F2 appear as

bound states with almost any potential, accompanied in sons models by

oibital excitations up to J = 5 and even radial excitations such as
13 * 13)

0

ii) In contrast, there are channels where the spin-dependant con-

ponents of the NN potential are repulsive and compete coherently with the

overall contral attraction due to U and £ exchange. Bound states and

resonances are not likely to appear in these channels in any realistic

potential model. This is the case for the 1 = 0, spin triplet, unnatural
13 13

parity sequence P , D , etc.

iii) There are channels where a moderate attraction results from

the various meson exchanges contributing with alternate signs. There

the existence of bound or resonant states depends on the details of the

model used. When appearing, these states have in any case relatively

small binding energy and low orbital momentum. This is the cc~^ for

all the 1 = 1 partial waves.

Representative NN spectra illustrating the above gen-jrc? considera-

tions have been computed in Ref. (4). To be more specific, lot us now

consider possibilities for the quantum numbers of three recently pro-

posed candidates for narrow deeply bound pp states. They coi/u-spond

to the three peaks Y,> Y2> Yo seen in the y-ray spectru- from pV ,

with binding energies 420, 216, and 183 MeV. Analogy with the decaysof if)' to Xo»'Xi aild X2 n a i v ely suggests that y., Yo a n d Y 3
 a r e e

P_, P.. and P_ quasinuclear pp states produced via El transitions

from a 3g atomic configuration . However, while the configurations

P Q and *3p (mixed with F,) are expected to be bound in the 1 = 0

NN potential, this is not the case for P , where tensor forces are
13 13

strongly repulsive. Also, a S-+ D- configuration would be expected

to lie between the J = 0 and J = 2 members of the natural parity band.

The assignment y1 =
 1 3 P 0 , Y 2 =

 1 3 S 1 +
1 3 D 1 , Y3 =

 1 3 P 2 +
1 3 F 2 would also

be disturbing because of the small observed spacing between J = l and

J = 2 . Clearly the potential model favors an isospin alternation of



13 13
the Y]» Y2» Yo states. This can be for instance Y^ = S^- D..,

Y 2 =
 3 1 S Q , Y 3 =

 1 3 P 2 ~ 1 3 F 2 a s i n R e f t *I6)" I n t h i s c a s e > a f o u r t h

state (13PQ) is predicted with roughly 600 MeV of binding.

Let us emphasize in conclusion that the NK spectrum in potential

models is strongly isospin dependent. For 1 = 0 , we have only natural

parity states with large spacing. The slope of dM /dJ of this "trajectory"

is close to that of the usual meson sector. Statej_with 1 = 1 , on the

other hand, can have both natural and unnatural parity states, but exist

only for low angular momentum and tend to be clustered near threshold.

This contrasts with the particle physics approaches to the baryonium

spectrum (S-matrix, quark model) which give essentially isospin degenerate

spectra.
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